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Abstract To date, a variety of automated negotiation agents have been created. While each
of these agents has been shown to be effective in negotiating with people in specific environ-
ments, they typically lack the natural language processing support required to enable real-
world types of interactions. To address this limitation, we present NegoChat-A, an agent that
incorporates several significant research contributions. First, we found that simply modify-
ing existing agents to include an NLP module is insufficient to create these agents. Instead,
agents that support natural language must have strategies that allow for partial agreements
and issue-by-issue interactions. Second, we present NegoChat-A’s negotiation algorithm.
This algorithm is based on bounded rationality, and specifically anchoring and Aspiration
Adaptation Theory (AAT). The agent begins each negotiation interaction by proposing a
full offer, which serves as its anchor. Assuming this offer is not accepted, the agent then
proceeds to negotiate via partial agreements, proposing the next issue for negotiation based
on people’s typical urgency, or order of importance. We present a rigorous evaluation of
NegoChat-A, showing its effectiveness in two different negotiation roles.
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1 Introduction

Negotiation is a basic task that is intertwined into our daily lives. Most negotiations are
mundane, such deciding on a meeting time or even convincing our children to do their
homework or eat their vegetables. However, they can also have dramatic effects on the lives
of millions, such as negotiations involving inter-country disputes and nuclear disarmament
[1].

Due to the importance of the negotiation task, it is unsurprising that a variety of agents
have been previously created to negotiate with people within a large range of settings. These
agents have addressed issues including: the number of parties, the number of interactions,
and the number of issues to be negotiated [2,3,4,5,6]. As the next section details, two key
common elements exist in all of these previous agents. First, agents based on notions of equi-
librium or optimal methods often did not successfully reach agreements with people and thus
alternatives needed to be found [4]. As such, they developed effective negotiation agents that
used elements taken from bounded rationality. For example, the QOAgent used the maximin
function and the qualitative valuation of offers instead of equilibrium strategies. Second, all
agents needed mechanisms for dealing with incomplete information. This is typically done
through reasoning about the negotiating partners by learning their preferences and strategies
[7,8]. Unfortunately, as has been previously noted [4], Natural Language Processing (NLP)
abilities are lacking from current state-of-the-art negotiation agents. This inherent limitation
requires people interacting with these agents to be “forced” into interacting via menus or
other non-natural interfaces.

To address these limitations, this paper presents NegoChat-A, the product of a research
project aimed to push the envelope of automated negotiation research by moving from
menu-driven interfaces to chat-based environments. NegoChat-A is specifically designed
to help people interact more naturally with agents within repeated interactions. In doing so,
it incorporates the following key contributions: First, NegoChat-A integrates natural lan-
guage into its agent, allowing people to practice his or her negotiation skills from anywhere
while still moving away from the more simplistic and less intuitive menu interfaces. Sec-
ond, NegoChat-A used two bounded rationality theories to help build successful incremental
agreements. The first theory, and the key difference between NegoChat-A and the previously
developed NegoChat agent [9], is its use of anchoring as the start of all negotiation interac-
tions. Using anchoring has been previously noted to be effective within human-agent nego-
tiations [10,11]. NegoChat-A not only makes use of anchoring for its initial offer, but also
“reanchors” its offer if a period of time elapses where it sees that no negotiation progress has
been made as no offers have been made by or received from its negotiation partner (e.g. the
person). Second, assuming the person has engaged the agent by presenting a counter-offer,
the agent then incrementally builds agreements with people, based on Aspiration Adapta-
tion Theory (AAT) [12], a second bounded rationality theory. Accordingly, NegoChat-A first
learns the aspiration scale offline, or the order in which people typically discuss issues. Dur-
ing negotiation sessions, the agent uses this ordering to proceeds to propose a value for the
issue most people typically aspire for next. This allows NegoChat-A to successfully build
incremental agreements with people, something that current automated negotiators do not
do [5,4,6]. Third, we present a rigourous evaluation of NegoChat-A in two negotiation set-
tings demonstrating, how and why it performs better than the current state-of-the-art agent
KBAgent [6].

This paper is structured as follows. We first provide background of previous automated
negotiation agents and their limitations in Section 2. Section 3 presents work on anchoring
and an overview of Aspiration Adaptation Theory (AAT) [12] – two bounded rationality
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theories upon which several key elements of NegoChat-A are built. Section 4 presents the
negotiation domain, including details about the repeated nature of the interactions and the
incomplete information within the domain, and presents the KBAgent which is used for eval-
uation comparison. NegoChat-A also integrates key elements of this state-of-the-art agent,
but, as Section 5 describes, its negotiation algorithm builds agreements based on anchoring
and AAT. Section 6 presents how NegoChat-A generates and responds to natural language,
allowing people to practice negotiation in this more intuitive format. Section 7 explores
the strengths and weaknesses of NegoChat-A, showing that it achieves significantly bet-
ter agreements in less time than the current state-of-the-art KBAgent. Section 8 discusses
strengths of NegoChat-A and provides future directions. Section 9 concludes.

2 Related Work

This paper’s contribution lies in its description and evaluation of NegoChat-A, a novel ne-
gotiation agent that integrates natural language (chat), anchoring and aspiration adaptation
theory (the -A portion of the name) to help facilitate an effective automated negotiation
agent. Previous extensive studies in the field of Human Computer Interactions (HCI) have
noted that the goal of any system should be an intuitive interface with the stress being put on
creating agents which operate in environments which are as real and natural as possible [13,
14]. Thus, following these approaches, it is critical to develop natural language support for
negotiation agents to allow for these types of “normal” interactions [15]. This form of typing
as natural interaction is referred to as Natural-Language Interaction (NLI) in the literature.
There have been numerous informal tests of NLI systems, but few controlled experiments
have compared them against a design without NLI support[16].

While automated negotiation agents have been developed for quite some time, even
state-of-the-art negotiation agents unfortunately do not yet consider how natural language
impacts the agent’s strategy. Examples include Byde et al.’s AutONA automated negotiation
agent [2]. Their problem domain involves multiple negotiations between buyers and sellers
over the price and quantity of a given product. Jonker et al. [3] created an agent to han-
dle multi-attribute negotiations which involve incomplete information. However, none of
these agents support NLI, and a different interface might profoundly impact performance.
In contrast, Traumet et al. [17] presented a model of conversation strategies which they im-
plemented in a virtual human in order to help people learn negotiation skills. Their virtual
human can negotiate in complex adversarial negotiation with a human trainee. Their main
effort was toward the Dialogue Manager (DM) module and the virtual character module.
Their strategy module used rule-based strategies. The focus of our work is on the strategy
module that follows anchoring and AAT but our DM is not as advanced as theirs and we
do not provide a virtual character. However, we do study how the agent’s strategy must be
modified to incorporate NLP, and we conduct an exhaustive experimental study on how the
strategy we develop is better than the state-of-the-art. As their focus in not on the agent’s
strategy, they do not report such a test. Another advantage of our agent is its ability to be
used by anyone that wants to practice her negotiation skills, from anywhere, without in-
stalling any complicated software.

QOAgent [5] is a domain independent agent that can negotiate with people in environ-
ments of finite horizon bilateral negotiations with incomplete information. The negotiations
consider a finite set of multi-attribute issues and time-constraints. KBAgent builds upon this
agent and currently represents the state-of-the-art automated negotiation agent. It also con-
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siders negotiations with a finite set of multi-attribute issues and time-constraints, and has
been shown to be the most effective agent in achieving agreements with people in several
domains involving multiple attributes [6]. As NegoChat-A is built on several elements of
this agent, we provide an overview of how it operates, including how it learns from previous
data and how it decides if it should accept proposals.

Multi-attribute negotiation continues to be an important research challenge, with one ac-
tive research avenue being the ANAC (Automated Negotiating Agents Competition) Work-
shop. Since 2010, this competition has focused on agents that use the GENIUS1 interface
[18,19]. However, even to date, this competition focuses on agent-agent interactions and the
interface supports only menu-based interactions between agents and people. Much research
within this field studies exclusively agent to agent negotiations.

It was previously shown [20] that existing negotiation algorithms must be modified to
support robust real-world interfaces with people, such as chat. Specifically, it was shown
that simply adding chat support to the current state-of-the-art KBAgent was not effective.
To address this limitation, we study what logical extensions are needed, if any, to make
existing negotiation agents suitable for natural language. Previous economic and behavior
research into people’s negotiation would suggest that the current agent approach of attempt-
ing an agreement on all issues simultaneously will not be effective. For example, Bac and
Raff [21] found that simultaneously negotiating a complete package might be too complex
for individual buyers. Furthermore, they show that in the context of incomplete information
with time discount, the more informed player (“strong” in their terminology) will push to-
wards issue-by-issue negotiation. Busch and Horstmann [22] found that some people might
like to decide all issues at once, while others prefer to decide one by one. Chen [23] studied
issue-by-issue negotiation with an opt-out factor, and argues that when the opt-out probabil-
ity is low, agents prefer to negotiate a complete package because intuitively we know that
the negotiations can last long enough so that agents can get to a “win-win” situation. How-
ever, with a high opt-out probability, agents prefer issue-by-issue negotiation. Sofer et al.
have shown that an alternative negotiation scheme which takes an issue-by-issue approach
can theoretically form the best protocol between two self-interested rational agents [24].
Thus, one key contribution of this paper is its study of how people react to agents that do
not propose issue-by-issue agreements.

3 Anchoring and Aspiration Adaptation Theory

Given the realization that people prefer to negotiate issue-by-issue, we present NegoChat-A,
a negotiation algorithm that successfully does this. NegoChat-A begins all negotiation in-
teractions by presenting a full offer which serves as the agent’s anchor, or its starting point.
Previous research had found that anchors are important within negotiations between people
[10,11]. Kahneman previously demonstrated how the initial discussion point, or a negotia-
tion’s anchor, can impact the outcome of people’s negotiation sessions. Similarly, Kristensen
et al. found that when people perceived the initial offer as a gain rather than as a loss they
subsequently accepted worse offers, made fewer counter-offers, and encountered fewer ne-
gotiation impasses [11]. Based on these works, we reasoned that automated agents could
also achieve better agreements with people by selecting an effective anchor. Our previous
version of NegoChat-A, which we called NegoChat [9] lacked anchoring. We correct this

1 The GENIUS and ANAC websites can be reached though http://mmi.tudelft.nl/negotiation/index.php/Genius.
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issue in this version of the agent and, as we present in Section 7, we found that anchoring
does in fact aid in automated negotiation, as the NegoChat-A agent outperformed NegoChat.

Assuming that the automated agent’s initial anchor is not accepted, as the person nego-
tiating with the agent only accepted parts or none of the anchoring offer, NegoChat-A uses
Aspiration Adaptation Theory (AAT) [12] to incrementally build agreements in the remain-
ing issues. Following our previous work, we found that people use key elements from AAT
in their negotiations, even when optimal solutions, machine learning techniques for solving
multiple parameters, or bounded techniques other than AAT could have been implemented
[25]. The premise of AAT is that certain decisions, and particularly our most complex de-
cisions, are not readily modeled based on standard utility theory. For example, assume you
need to relocate and choose a new house in which to live. There are many factors that you
need to consider, such as the price of each possible house, the distance from your work, the
neighborhood and neighbors, and the schools in the area. How do you decide which house
to buy? Theoretically, utility based models can be used. However, most of us do not create
rigid formulas involving numerical values in order to weigh trade-offs between each of the
search parameters. AAT is one way to model this and other similar complex problems.

Despite its lack of utility to quantify rational behavior, AAT is an approach by which
bounded agents address a complex problem, G . The complexity within G prevents the prob-
lem from being directly solved, and instead an agent creates n goal variables G1, . . . , Gn as
a means for solving G . Agents decide how to set the goal variables as follows: The m goal
variables are sorted in order of priority, or the variables’ urgency. Accordingly, the order of
G1, . . . , Gn refers to goals’ urgency, or the priority by which a solution for the goal vari-
ables should be attempted. Each of the goal variables has a desired value, or its aspiration
level, that the agent sets for the current period. Note that the agent may consider the variable
“solved” even if it finds a sub-optimal, yet sufficiently desired, value. The agent’s search
starts with an initial aspiration level and is governed by its local procedural preferences.
The local procedural preferences prescribe which aspiration level is most urgently adapted
upward if possible, second most urgently adapted upward if possible, etc., and which partial
aspiration level is retreated from or adapted downward if the current aspiration level is not
feasible. Here, all variables except for the goal variable being addressed are assigned values
based on ceteris paribus, or all other goals being equal, a better value is preferred to a worse
one.

For example, referring to the above example of searching for a new home, one would like
to find the biggest home, for the cheapest price, in the best location. However, realistically,
people have aspiration scales which dictate the order of importance of these issues. One
person may be willing to settle for a smaller house in a better location (and thus aspire
for location more than price) while another person might have the opposite preferences.
Thus, during the search process, while every person will first attempt to maximize all goal
variables, assuming this is found to not be possible, they will retreat from, or settle on some
of the goals, say by selecting a smaller home, yet satisfy the other goals, such as the home’s
price and location. AAT provides a framework for quantifying this process. Accordingly, a
person might form an urgency of the house’s price as being the most important goal variable,
its size as being the second most important variable, and its location being the third most
important variable. Agents, including people, create an aspiration level for what constitutes
a “good enough” value for these variables. Borrowing from Simon’s terminology [26] there
is only an attempt to “satisfice” the goal values, or achieve “good enough” values for these
values instead of trying to optimize or truly solve them. If it is not possible to achieve all
aspirations, the original values will need to be reexamined, or retreated from. Thus, the
agent may retreat, or reconsider raising the budget they allocated for buying their house, the
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size they are willing to settle on, or its location. We now describe NegoChat-A’s negotiation
algorithm, and specify how anchoring and AAT is used.

4 The Negotiation Domain

As has been previously described [5], we formally define the negotiation domain as follows:
We study bilateral negotiation in which two players negotiate to reach an agreement on con-
flicting issues. The negotiation can end either when (a) the negotiators reach a full or partial
agreement, (b) one of the player opts out (denoted as OPT ), thus forcing the termination of
the negotiation with a predefined opt-out outcome, or (c) a time limit is reached, that results
in a predefined status-quo outcome (denoted as SQ).

The negotiations resolve around multi-attribute characteristics. There is a set of n issues,
denoted as I, and a finite set of values, domain(i) for each issue i ∈ I. An agreement is
denoted as α ∈O, and O is a finite set of values for all issues. The negotiations are sensitive
to the negotiation time that impacts the benefits of the negotiating parties. Formally, we
define the negotiation rounds Rounds = {0, ...,dl}, where dl is the deadline limit, and use
R to denote the current round. The time duration of each round is fixed and known to both
negotiators. Each player is assigned a time cost which influences its benefits as time passes.
While in theory the time effect may be negative or positive, we assume it to be negative and
therefore it represents a time discount factor.

The negotiation protocol is fully flexible. As long as the negotiation has not yet ended,
each side can propose a possible agreement, reject a previously offered agreement, opt-out
of the negotiation, or communicate a threat, promise, or any general remark. In contrast to
the model of alternating offers [27], each player can perform as many interactions with the
negotiation player as he wishes.

Last, we consider environments with incomplete information. That is, players are not
fully aware of the scoring structure of their opponents. We assume that there is a finite set
of scoring structures which will be referred to as player types. For example, scoring type
might model a long term orientation regarding the final agreement, while another might
model a more constrained orientation. Formally, we denote the possible types of the players
Types = {1, ...,k}. Given l ∈ Types, we refer to the scoring of the player of type l as Sl , and
Sl : {O∪{SQ}∪{OPT}}×Rounds→R 2. Each player is fully aware of its own scoring
function, but it does not know the exact type of its negotiating partner.

The KBAgent
The state-of-the-art automated negotiator for playing against boundedly rational opponents
(such as humans) is the KBAgent [6]. It has been shown that KBAgent negotiates efficiently
with people and achieves better utility values than other automated negotiators. Moreover,
KBAgent achieves significantly better agreements, quantified by these agreements’ scores,
than the human counterparts playing the same role.

The main difference between KBAgent and other agents is its use of a general opponent
model to help shape the offers it will propose. Specifically, KBAgent utilizes past negoti-
ation sessions of other agents as a knowledge base for the extraction of the likelihood of

2 We intentionally use the term score instead of utility because the score is the number of points the player
can attain from a game’s outcome. While our agent maximizes the scoring function, this is not necessarily the
case for human players. People’s utility functions may be based on factors not encapsulated by the scoring
function. As we cannot model these unknowns, we refer to score and not utility.
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acceptance and offers which will be proposed by the other party. That data is used to deter-
mine which offers to propose and accept. One of its main advantages is that it can also work
well with small databases of training data from previous negotiation sessions.

In order to generate an offer, KBAgent creates a list of offers ordered by their respec-
tive QOValues, which quantitatively ranks relative offers and is an alternative to the Nash
bargaining solution. The QOValue is based on the player’s score and the probability of their
acceptance by the other party. It is defined as:

QOValue(o) = min{αo,βo}
αo = ranka(o)∗ lua(o)
βo = [lua(o)+ lub(o)]∗ rankb(o)

Where rank() is the ranking value of the offer based on the given scoring function for
a given setting (normalized to [0,1]), and lu() denotes the Luce number of an offer (see [5]
for the exact definitions).

KBAgent generates a list of concession offers to be made for every round of the negoti-
ation. The concession offers that are generated change with regard to the round number, as
the agent is more willing to reach less beneficial agreements as the round increases. Specif-
ically, offers are ordered by their relative QOValue such that the agent first proposes the
offer with the maximal QOValue. The concession list is built based on a database consisting
of previous interactions between human players. The agent then uses the average score of
previously accepted offers to determine the list of agreements that will be generated for any
given timeframe. For more detail, we refer the reader to previous work [6].

There are two main disadvantages to this approach. First, KBAgent only proposes one
concession offer per round, and if this offer is rejected, it does not attempt to generate a
similar offer during the current round. For the domain they studied, each round lasted 2
minutes, which we found constituted lost opportunities to reach agreements. Thus, if the
other side rejects the one offer the KBAgent provides during a given round, an agreement
can only be reached if the other side takes the initiative to offer an alternate above the
learned threshold. Second, the KBAgent never offers partial offers. We found this was a
disadvantage as people found it difficult only to receive full offers [20].

5 The Negotiation Algorithm

The goal of the NegoChat-A agent is to reach an agreement, α , that maximizes its own score.
Following AAT terminology, NegoChat-A creates n goal variables, G1, . . . , Gn, representing
the number of issues needing to be negotiated within the set I. For each goal variable Gk we
associate domain values domain(Gk). We use Vk to denote a value in domain(Gk), αk to
denote the value of Gk according to α , and S(α,R) to denote the agent’s score from α at
round R.

Each value V1, . . . , Vn is originally initialized to NULL to represent that no agreement
initially exists for the values within Gk. As the two sides negotiate, values for V1, . . . , Vn
become non-null. An offer is defined as a full offer if it has non-null values for V1, . . . ,
Vn. An offer is a partial offer if V1, . . . , Vn contains between 1 and n-1 non-null values.
We assume that a full agreement must have non-null values for all values, V1, . . . , Vn. Note
that while the agent’s goal is to maximize its own score, an agreement will likely only be
achieved through compromise with the person with whom it is negotiating as the person is
self-interested and also wishes to maximize the score of her offer.
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5.1 NegoChat-A’s Algorithm

The agent begins by proposing a full offer, FA, as its anchor. FA is chosen by selecting the
values for V1, . . . , Vn with the highest value within the agent’s search cluster. NegoChat-A
builds this search cluster by grouping offers with similar QOValues. Formally, after con-
structing a concession list using the KBAgent’s algorithm [5], at round R we define the
search cluster, SC(R), as all offers which provide NegoChat a score of at least S(αR,R) but
still yield its opponent a score not lower than Sopponent(αR,R)−ε . We arbitrarily set the ε to
be 200. Thus, the search cluster is a set of offers with all offers in it having QOValue values
that are equal to or lower than the round R offer’s QOVAlue in the original concession list.
The assumption behind building this range of possible offers is that offers with too low a
value will not be acceptable to the other party as their value is too low, and offers will an
insufficiently high value are not acceptable to the agent.

NegoChat-A’s search cluster is an alternative to KBAgent’s concession list. KBAgent’s
list is built around the assumption that people act rationally, and thus creates a set of offers
that are Pareto-optimal for any given time. However, we claim that boundedly rational hu-
mans will often be happy to accept offers that provide similar or lower utility values than
offers presented to them via KBAgent’s concession list. Strong cultural or psychological bi-
ases of the human player might motivate her to specific values for a specific issue even at the
expense of other issues and their values. For instance, in a job-interview domain, a person
might prefer (aspire for) a high salary value to a high value for her promotion possibilities.
As was previously shown [25], the preferences exhibited by a person are independent of the
actual objective score of the issues in the domain. For this reason, the search cluster, which
includes sub-optimal bids (taken from the human’s perspective) allows for better flexibility
for the agent in the face of these human biases when conducting negotiations.

Throughout the course of the negotiation process, the agent must generate offers and
decide how to respond to offers. The NegoChat-A agent creates two types of offers: the
previously mentioned FA anchoring offer and partial offers. Assuming the person does not
accept FA, the agent then notes if any issues were agreed upon. For example, assuming the
person says, “I cannot agree to this value for issue x”, then we assume all other issues have
been agreed upon. As per AAT, the remaining unagreed upon goal variables are ordered by
their aspiration scale, whereby the remaining issues that need to be negotiated are ordered
by how important these issues are to a typical person within that domain. This ordering is
pushed onto a stack, A, where the most aspired for issue (Gk) is at the top of the stack, the
second most aspired for issue is the second position from the top, etc. In our approach, we
choose this ordering based on previous offline learning from historical data of what issues
were typically discussed first, second, third, etc. In theory, other methods of preference elic-
itation are possible, but this issue is left for future work. Assuming that the aspiration scale
is not known, the agent randomly chooses an aspiration scale. NegoChat-A will suggest the
maximal value Vk for Gk given that this value is contained within at least one full offer in the
agent’s search cluster. For example, assume that the agent wishes to discuss the salary issue
based on the aspiration scale it learned. It will then propose the maximal value for Vk that
exists within its search cluster of all full offers. However, if the search cluster is empty as no
possible offers exist with valid values for Vk, the agent will have to retreat, or revisit previous
agreed upon issues as no full agreement is possible given the values it had agreed upon for
these issues. This retreat process forms a type of backtracking. Please note that NegoChat-A
does not learn or utilize any connection between issues. For example, while it may be advan-
tageous to present multiple issues together within an offer as the agent may have identified
dependencies between issues, NegoChat-A adheres to AAT’s stepwise search approach and
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limits itself to only one issue at a time. Conversely, while it may be advantageous to retreat,
or backtrack in a more sophisticated fashion, we again leave this issue open for future work.

Ideally, FA offers are only presented once at the very beginning of the negotiation ses-
sion, after which incremental offers are built based on AAT for the remaining non-agreed
upon issues. In practice, we considered a third possibility where the person didn’t respond
to the agent’s offer and also did not generate an offer of their own. In these cases, we as-
sume that the negotiation session has gone “cold” for whatever reason (e.g. the person got
distracted) and a new full offer should be set as a new anchor since the previous negotiation
interaction had timed out.

As the negotiation interaction progresses, the agent and person agree upon a value Vk,
either from the initial anchor offer or subsequent partial offers. The agent then pushes all
agreed upon Vk values onto a stack B. Note that in cases where the person agrees, or even
partially agrees to FA, the agent will add multiple values to B. In incrementally building
subsequent offers, the agent only proposes one issue at a time. In these cases, the agent
pops one value from A to determine which goal variable Gk should be discussed next. An
agreement is reached when A is empty, as this indicates that no more issues need to be
discussed.

5.2 NegoChat-A Algorithm Definitions

We present three algorithms that comprise NegoChat-A’s strategy, which we now explain in
greater detail. Algorithm 1 provides the base of the agent, controls how the agent handles
offers it receives and generates offers. This is done by keeping two stacks, A and B. Stack
A contains the aspiration scale of G1, . . . , Gn and represents the order by which the agent
should negotiate issues. Stack B is initially set to be empty and represents issues that have
been resolved (line 1). The agent then proposes its anchor offer (line 2) and awaits a response
from the person. The remainder of the algorithm (lines 3–11) controls the timing of the agent
and how it creates and responds to offers. Until the negotiation deadline has been reached,
the agent first creates SC, its search cluster. Every round, the agent recalculates the search
cluster until the negotiation deadline is reached (lines 3 and 4). This loop is terminated
before this point, either by the sides reaching an agreement or the other side opting out
(lines 5–7). As our agent never opts out, this can only happen from the person’s initiative.
As there is no cost for the agent in sending multiple offers, the agent could theoretically
send thousands if not millions of proposals every negotiation round. However, as one would
expect, people did not appreciate a deluge of offers and we found by trial-and-error that they
do not appreciate more than 1 offer every 25 seconds. Thus, if the agent notes 25 seconds of
inactivity (line 10), it will then proceed to again issue a full offer to serve as a new anchor
for the negotiation (line 11). However, if the person did respond within this time (lines 8–9),
it will proceed to respond and incrementally build a full agreement through partial offers as
per the following algorithms.

Algorithm 2 receives as its input an offer α for m goal variables, G1, . . . ,Gm, which
have the corresponding values Vk1 , . . ., Vkm . Note that m can be the trivial case of 1 issue
or n representing all issues (e.g. m <=n). Assuming that every value for every goal issue
is contained within the search cluster (line 1), this is an acceptable offer, and the agent
responds with an accept message (line 2). The NLP module described in the next section is
responsible for generating a natural language response. Once an agreement is reached, the
agreed upon values, Vk1 , . . ., Vkm , are added to stack B (line 3), and the agreed upon issues,
Gk1 , . . ., Gkm , are removed from stack A (line 4). As previously mentioned, the agent will
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Algorithm 1 NegoChat-A
1: Create stacks A and B, A← aspiration scale, B← /0
2: ProposeOffer(n, V1, . . . , Vn)
3: while R <= DEADLINE do
4: SC← SearchCluster(R)
5: while NOT(AGREEMENT) do
6: if AGREEMENT OR OPT-OUT then
7: EXIT
8: if Received-Offer(Vk1 , . . ., Vkm ) then
9: HandleOffer(Vk1 , . . ., Vkm )

10: if Time−Elapsed > timeout-threshold then
11: ProposeOffer(n, V1, . . . , Vn)

then proceed to incrementally build an agreement with the person by proposing a value for
the next most aspired for issue (line 5). This facilitates building incremental offers with the
person. However, if the person’s offer is not found within the agent’s search cluster, it sends
a reject message and then proposes an alternative for these issues that is contained within
the search cluster (lines 7–8) as per Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 2 HandleOffer(Vk1 , . . ., Vkm )
1: if ∃ (α ∈ SC s.t. ∀ki,αki =Vki AND ∀Vi ∈ B, αi = Vi) then
2: Send-Accept(Vk1 , . . ., Vkm )
3: Push(Vk1 , . . ., Vkm , B)
4: Remove(Gk1 , . . ., Gkm , A)
5: ProposeOffer(1, Top(A))
6: else
7: Send-Reject(Vk1 , . . ., Vkm )
8: ProposeOffer(m, Gk1 , . . . ,Gkm )

Algorithm 3 creates the agent’s offers. Note that when this algorithm is initially called
by the agent in line 2 of Algorithm 1 or for reanchoring discussions in line 11 of Algorithm
1, the anchor offer FA is presented with all n issues. However, in incrementally building
offers as per line 5 of Algorithm 2, this algorithm is called to build offers by only proposing
one issue at a time (m = 1). In all cases, assuming an offer can be found based on these
values in the search cluster, SC (line 3), then the proposal is sent as natural language (line
4). Specifics of this module are again described in the next section. Assuming this search
cluster is empty, there is nothing for the agent to do except wait for the next time R, during
which the search cluster will be recalculated. Assuming the search cluster contains different
possibilities, it offers the agreement with the highest score from within the search cluster.

If this offer is accepted, the agent adds these values to B (line 6) and removes these issues
from A (line 7). Otherwise, the agent removes all offers with this value (line 9). For example,
again assume you wish to buy a house and are in negotiations to purchase a specific house.
Your goal variables are: price, payment schedule and occupancy date, and your agent offers
a price of 200,000 Euro for a house. If the other side rejects your offer, the agent assumes
that all agreements with the same price will also be rejected. Thus, it removes these similar
agreements from the search cluster (line 9). If, in another example, you already agreed on the
price of 180,000 EURO and your agent offered the seller a payment plan with 4 payments
over the next 4 months, and the offer was rejected, NegoChat-A will remove from the search
clusters only the agreements that include both the price of 180,000 and 4 payments. Next,
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NegoChat-A will look for a different payment schedule to offer consistent with 180,000
EURO (back at line 2). If there is no additional agreement in the search cluster that includes
180,000 EURO for the price, it will backtrack (retreat) to the last agreed upon issue (line
11) and then explore it again as the next issue to pursue (line 12) within the next iteration of
Algorithm 1. Referring back to our example, if the person accepted a bid of 180,000 Euro
for a house and with this price the agent agrees to a payment plan with 4 payments, once the
offer of 4 payments is rejected, NegoChat-A will renegotiate the price.

Algorithm 3 ProposeOffer(m, Gk1 , . . . ,Gkm )
1: if SC 6= /0 then
2: α ← argmax {{S(α ′,R)}— α ′ ∈ SC, ∀Vi ∈ B, αi = Vi}
3: if α 6= NULL then
4: Send-Offer(αk1 , . . . ,αkm )
5: if Received-Accept(αk1 , . . . ,αkm ) then
6: Push(αk1 , . . . ,αkm , B)
7: Remove(Gk1 , . . . ,Gkm , A)
8: if Received-Reject(αk1 , . . . ,αkm ) then
9: SC = SC \ {α ′ ∈ SC | ∀ki α ′ki

=αki AND ∀Vi ∈ B, αi = Vi}
10: else
11: Vlast ← Pop(B)
12: Push(Glast , A)

6 NegoChat-A’s Natural Language

Our natural language system has a standard dialog system architecture [28], described in
Figure 1. We illustrate the system with a running example from our experimental domain,
where the human is an employer and the agent is a job-candidate, and they negotiate over the
candidate’s job conditions (described further in the next section). Nonetheless, the system
itself is general and can be applied to support chat in any system.

The natural language system is composed of several components. The Natural Lan-
guage Understander (NLU) translates the human sentences from natural language to a
set of dialog acts that represents the users intentions. We represent our dialog acts in the
standard JSON format3. For example, the human utterance “I accept your salary offer, but
only if you work for 10 hours”, is translated to a set of two dialog acts: [[{Accept:Salary},
{Offer:{Hours:10}}]]. The NLU is described in detail in Subsections 6.1 and 6.2.

The Dialog Manager (DM) has several responsibilities: First, it interprets the human di-
alog acts based on the current dialog state. For example, it interprets the dialog act {Accept:Salary}
based on the salary value in the most recent offer made by the agent, and converts it to an
explicit Offer. Second, it responds to human dialog acts that are not directly related to nego-
tiation, such as greetings and questions. Third, it notifies the agent when the human dialog
acts are related to negotiation. For example, if one of the human’s dialog acts is an offer,
then the DM sends a “Received-Offer” notification (see Algorithm 1), and if the human has
accepted a full offer, the DM sends a “Received-Accept” notification (see Algorithm 3).
Fourth, it controls the timing of conversation. For example, if the human hasn’t done any-
thing in a pre-specified time interval (e.g. 25 seconds), then the DM asks the agent to make
an action, e.g., repeat the previous offer or make a new offer. Fifth, it receives commands

3 www.json.org
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Fig. 1 Dialog System Architecture. Example starts at the top-left corner.

from the agent and translates them to dialog acts. For example, if the agent issues a Send-
Reject command (from Algorithm 2), then the DM creates the dialog act {Reject:previous}.
Finally, it combines several dialog acts to a single set. For example, if the agent issues a
Send-Reject command, and shortly after that, a Send-Offer command (from Algorithm 3),
then the DM creates a set with two dialog acts [{Reject:previous}, {Offer:...}].

The Natural Language Generator (NLG) translates the set of dialog acts, created by
the DM, to a single natural language sentence, that is sent to the human. Our NLG works in
cooperation with our NLU in order to create human-like sentences, as we describe in detail
in Subsection 6.3.

6.1 Natural Language Understander (NLU)

Our NLU component is a multi-label classifier (MLC) - a classifier that returns a set of
zero or more labels for each input sample. The set of possible labels is the set of dialog
acts recognized by our DM, whose total number is 58. They have a hierarchical structure,
for example: {Offer:{Salary:20000}} and {Offer:{Hours:9}} are two different dialog acts.
The top level of the hierarchy contains 8 different labels: {Offer, Accept, Reject, Append,
Insist, Query, Quit, Greet}. In order to take advantage of the hierarchical structure of the
dialog acts, we used the HOMER approach (Hierarchy Of Multi-label classifiERs, [29]). In
this approach, there is a different MLC for each level of the hierarchy. The input sentence
is first sent to the top-level MLC, which returns a subset of the top-level labels, e.g., {Offer,
Query}. Then the sentence is sent in parallel to all relevant second-level MLCs, e.g., the
Offer MLC and the Query MLC. The Offer MLC returns a set of second-level labels from
the set relevant to Offer (i.e. Salary, Hours, etc.), and the MLC for Query returns a set of
second-level labels from the set relevant to Query. This process continues until the leaves of
the hierarchy are reached. Then, the replies of all MLCs are combined to produce the final
set of dialog acts.

For the MLCs in each node of the HOMER, we used the One-versus-All approach: each
MLC is a collection of binary classifiers, one for each label. For each input sentence, it runs
each binary classifier in turn, and returns the set of labels whose classifier returned “true”.
As the base binary classifier, we used Modified Balanced Winnow [30] - a classifier that
supports online training and real-time classification.4

4 The state-of-the-art in NLU for dialog systems is sequence classification [31]. We decided against this
option because it requires too much labeling effort: while in multi-label classification you only need to label
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An input sentence goes through several pre-processing components before it arrives
at the MLC. The normalizer converts numbers and other common phrases in the input
sentence to canonical format. The splitter splits the sentence around punctuation marks and
creates several sub-sentences. We found out that this simple heuristic greatly improves the
performance of the MLC. The feature extractor creates a feature vector from each sub-
sentence. As features, we use unigrams and bigrams (pairs of adjacent words).5 As feature
values we use the standard TF/IDF metric. The resulting feature vectors are the inputs to the
MLC.

6.2 Development and Training

As a first step in adding natural language capabilities, we manually wrote a single natural
language sentence for each dialog act supported by the agent. This facilitated the coordi-
nation between the team working on the agent and the team tagging the training data, and
made sure they both understand the negotiation acts in the same way. We also used these
sentences as an initial training set for the Multi-Label Classifier (MLC).

Using this initial NLU component, we let our agent speak with students and Amazon
Mechanical Turk workers.6During these preliminary experiments, one of the developers
acted as a “Wizard-of-Oz”: through a web-based GUI, he viewed each set of dialog acts
produced by the NLU component, and could edit it before it was sent to the DM. He could
also immediately train the classifier with each new sentence, thanks to its fast training abili-
ties. During the online learning process, the sentence-level accuracy of the NLU componenet
improved from 18% (with only the initial 58 manually-written sentences) to 72% (with 775
tagged sentences).7

The total time spent by the Wizard-of-Oz was about 5-10 hours. This means that it is
relatively cheap to adapt the system to new negotiation domains. In future work we plan
to reduce this cost even further using semantic resources such as a textual-inference engine
[38].

6.3 Natural Language Generator (NLG)

The NLG takes as input a set of dialog acts produced by the DM, and returns a natural
language sentence that is sent to the human. Usually, NLGs are based on manually-written

each sentence, in sequence classification you must label each fraction of a sentence. After deciding to use
MLC, we did preliminary experiments in which we tried various state-of-the-art approaches to MLC [32,
33,34,35,36]. We also tried several kinds of base binary classifiers (Support Vector Machines, Bayesian
Classifiers and Random Decision Forests), a classifier based on language models [37] and a spell-checker.
We found out that the combination of HOMER with Modified Balanced Winnow, described above, had the
best performance in terms of both classification accuracy and run-time.

5 We tried more sophisticated features, such as pairs of non-adjacent words, but this didn’t improve per-
formance.

6 We used Amazon Turk as a convenient way to get sentences for training the NLU component. We could
have used other ways, such as letting experts invent sentences and tag them. However, based on past experi-
ence we decided that using Turk is much cheaper. The total cost of gathering data from 22 people was only
approximately $30 dollars.

7 Sentence-level accuracy is the number of sentences whose classification was exactly correct (i.e. the set
of dialog acts returned by the MLC is identical to the correct set), divided by the total number of sentences.
The 72% accuracy was calculated using 5-fold cross-validation on the set of 775 tagged sentences. Sentence-
level accuracy is the strictest possible performance measure. In other measures, such as precision and recall,
the performance of our NLU was higher.
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templates. In contrast, our NLG uses the NLU’s training data in the reverse direction. For
each dialog act, the NLG asks the NLU for a random sentence tagged with exactly this dialog
act, and combines the received sentences to a single output sentence. This approach has
several advantages, which we exemplify with several actual examples from our experiments:
First, the agent’s replies are versatile, even when the strategy demands that it repeats the
same offer again and again. For example: the agent says “I would like to work for 20,000”,
and 25 seconds later, “I need to make 20,000”. Second, the agent’s replies are human-like.
They even contain spelling and grammar mistakes that occur naturally in chat conversations
between humans. Third, some of the agent’s replies contain reasoning and argumentation.
For example: “i would like a 20000 salary. this is mandatory to me to have a good salary as
i believe working conditions affect directly my effectiveness” (sic). While we hope to study
how to explicitly reason about the use of argumentation in the agent, we currently do not
select particular arguments based on context. Instead, we obtain these arguments as part of
the sentences uttered by humans in the NLU component that are randomly selected. Last,
the agent continuously learns new ways to express itself during the NLU’s online learning
process.

7 Experiment Design and Analysis

The main goal of this research was to push the envelope of automated negotiators research by
moving from menu-driven interfaces to chat-based environments. As this work transitions
from the fruitful work of previously developed agents, [19,18,6], we intentionally chose to
base ourselves on these agents and the complex environments they had studied. Thus, we
shied away from dealing with overly simplified settings, such as those with full information,
single issues, or alternating turn-based offers, and instead considered a complex problem
with partial information, multi-attribute negotiations, and an unconstrained interaction pro-
tocol.

In order to properly evaluate the influence of natural language input on automated nego-
tiation agents, we picked the job candidate domain used in previous research [5,6]. In this
domain, a negotiation takes place after a successful job interview between an employer and
a job candidate. In the negotiation both the employer and the job candidate wish to formal-
ize the hiring terms and conditions of the applicant. Below are the issues under negotiation:
[Salary]: This issue dictates the total net salary the applicant will receive per month. The
possible values are {7000, 12000, 20000}. [Job description]: This issue describes the job
description and responsibilities given to the job applicant. The possible values are {QA, pro-
grammer, team manager, project manager}. [Social benefits]: The social benefits are divided
into two categories: company car and the percentage of the salary allocated, by the employer,
to the candidate’s pension funds. The possible values for a company car are {leased car, no
leased car, no agreement}. The possible values for the percentage of the salary deposited in
pension funds are {0%, 10%, 20%, no agreement}. [Promotion possibilities]: This issue
describes the commitment by the employer regarding the fast track for promotion for the
job candidate. The possible values are {fast promotion track (2 years), slow promotion track
(4 years), no agreement} [Working hours]: This issue describes the number of working
hours required by the employee per day (not including over-time). The possible values are
{8 hours, 9 hours, 10 hours}.

In this scenario, a total of 1296 possible agreements exist (3×4×12× 3×3 = 1296).
Each turn in the scenario equates to two minutes of the negotiation, and the negotiation
is limited to 15 rounds of 2 minutes each (30 minutes total). If the sides do not reach an
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agreement by the end of the allocated time, the job interview ends with the candidate being
hired with a standard contract, which cannot be renegotiated during the first year. This out-
come is modeled for both negotiators as the status quo outcome. Each side can also opt-out
of the negotiation if it feels that the prospects of reaching an agreement with the opponent
are slim and it is impossible to negotiate anymore. Opting out by the employer entails the
postponement of the project for which the candidate was interviewing, with the possible
prospect of its cancelation and a considerable amount of expenses. Opting-out by the job
candidate will make it very difficult for him to find another job, as the employer will spread
his/her negative impression of the candidate to other CEOs of large companies. Time also
has an impact on the negotiation. As time advances the candidate’s score decreases, as the
employer’s good impression has of the job candidate decreases. The employer’s score also
decreases as the candidate becomes less motivated to work for the company. To facilitate
incomplete information there are 3 possible score structures for each side, which models a
long-term candidate, short-term candidate and compromising candidate.

7.1 Experiment design

For our experiments we developed a negotiation system with a chat interface and natural
language processing mechanism (see Figure 2). We have implemented both agents in this
system: the current state-of-the-art KBAgent and the newly developed NegoChat-A agent.8

To decide upon the aspiration scale we first ran 16 trials of two people negotiating with each
other within the system (32 people total). While these experiments focus on people from
Israel, we have since begun studying other cultures and their impact on negotiation styles.
Towards this goal, we have also studied similar pilots to find the aspiration scales within the
United States and Egypt. Within both Israel and the U.S. we noted that on average people
discussed issues in the same order of: Salary, Job Description, Pension, Working Hours,
Car Benefit, and Promotion Possibilities. In Egypt the aspiration scales were different with
the ordering being: Job Description, Salary, Car Benefit, Pension, Promotion Possibilities,
and Working Hours. An interesting open question is when can learning one set of people’s
preferences – here aspiration scales – be transferred between different groups as evidently is
possible between the U.S. and Israel, and when it is not possible as is evident with the Egyp-
tian population. However, this paper focuses on the large population of Israeli participants
described below.

We then evaluated the NegoChat-A agent with a total of 126 different Israeli partici-
pants within the employer-employee scenario described above to study the strengths and
weaknesses of the NegoChat-A as compared to the state-of-the-art KBAgent. All partici-
pants were divided randomly to play against either the KB or NegoChat-A agents. Further-
more, we had the agent play both the roles of the employer and employee with the human
participant taking the other role. In all, 60 of the 126 people negotiated with the KBAgent
and NegoChat-A agents with the agent playing the candidate role and the person playing the
role of the employer. Of these 60 people, 27 participants played against the KBAgent and
a different 33 people played the same role against the NegoChat-A agent. The remaining
group of 66 people played the role of the employer against the agent with 30 of these people
playing the role of the candidate against KBAgent and another 33 people playing the same
role against the NegoChat-A agent. The participants were typically students between the

8 A copy of the KBAgent and NegoChat-A agents are found at: http://biu-ai.com:4014/demo.
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Fig. 2 The negotiation system’s interface.

ages of 21 and 30 with 86 male and 40 female participants. They were motivated through
receiving bonus points to their course grade as a function of their final score in the session.

Before starting the negotiation task, all participants were given a full tutorial about the
task at hand, the interface and the possible score functions. A short test was issued to verify
that the participants understood the instructions and task at hand. The participants did not
know any details regarding the automated agent with which they were matched, or the fact
that it was not a human player. The outcome of each negotiation task was either reaching a
full agreement, opting out or reaching the deadline.

7.2 Experimental results

Our first result, found in Table 1, is that the NegoChat-A agent significantly outperformed
the state-of-the-art KBAgent when playing the candidate side. As can be seen from the first
two rows of the table, when considering all trials including cases where one of the sides
opted out, NegoChat-A achieved on average significantly better scores (p-score 0.033 in a
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two-tailed t-test) and reached agreements in less time (p-score 0.0002 in a two-tailed t-test;
less time is better). We also considered analyzing only those cases where agreements were
reached and removed the sessions were a person chose to opt-out of the negotiation. The re-
sults of these cases are found in the last two rows of Table 1. All statistically significant dif-
ferences between the algorithms are bolded. Please note that the NegoChat-A agent achieved
significantly better agreements (p-score 0.0063) in less time (p-score 0.0006). However,
people playing against KBAgent on average did better, with the score for the person in the
agreement-only cases being significant (p-score 0.01). This implies that some of NegoChat-
A’s success is evidently at the cost of the person’s score and consequently the social welfare
score of this agent is not significantly better than that of KBAgent. As our goal is to max-
imize the agent’s utility this should not be seen as a fault. However, future generations of
automated agents may decide to implement different strategies to maximize social welfare.
We leave this point for future work.

Table 1 Results of NegoChat-A vs. KBAgent Negotiation Experiments in Israel – Agent as Candidate

All trials Person’s Utility Agent’s Utility Social Welfare Time (sec) # Games
KBAgent 362.44 409.55 771.99 1001.29 27

NegoChat-A 333.09 464.27 797.36 622.87 33
Agreements Only

KBAgent 378.24 435.12 813.36 1017.4 25
NegoChat-A 341.61 485.32 826.93 655.48 31

Our second result, found in Table 2, is that the NegoChat-A agent also significantly out-
performed the state-of-the-art KBAgent when playing the employer side of the scenario. As
can be seen from the first two rows of the table, NegoChat-A achieved on average signifi-
cantly better scores (p-score 0.048 in a two-tailed t-test) and reached agreements in less time
(p-score 0.0004 in a two-tailed t-test). We again also separately analyzed the scores of the
sessions with agreements, the results of which are found in the last two rows of the table.
However, here the higher scores of NegoChat-A were not significant (p-score 0.055 for the
time differences of 0.19 for the agent score differences), likely due to the relatively large
number of opt-outs within the KBAgent (5 here versus 2 in Table 1). NegoChat-A again
reaches agreements faster (1005.67 versus 1172.6 seconds), but not significantly so (p-score
0.08). Please note that the social welfare is nearly the same for both agents in the agreement-
only cases. We again point out that this leaves interesting future work for developing against
that aim to maximize social welfare.

Table 2 Results of NegoChat-A vs. KBAgent Negotiation Experiments in Israel – Agent as Employer

All trials Person’s Utility Agent’s Utility Social Welfare Time (sec) # Games
KBAgent 314.3 355.73 670.03 1243 30

NegoChat-A 331.5 407 738.5 953.12 33
Agreements Only

KBAgent 368.68 398.32 767 1172.6 25
NegoChat-A 344.4 420.8 765.2 1005.67 30

We then considered how the anchoring element within the NegoChat-A agent improved
performance above that of the previously published NegoChat agent [9]. In general, NegoChat-
A differs from the previous NegoChat agent in its use of anchoring. Recall from Algorithm
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1 that NegoChat-A uses anchoring in two situations – for its initial offer (in line 2) and for
timeout situations when the person has not responded to its previous offers or counter-offers
(line 12). In both of these cases, the NegoChat agent would only have offered a value for the
next most aspired for issue, like it still does in line 5 of Algorithm 2, to make incremental
agreements. To study the impact of each of these stages, we considered three variations of
the NegoChat algorithm. The first variation is the previously published agent [9] that has no
anchoring. The second variation, an intermediary version, which we refer to as Nego-I, uses
anchoring for only the initial offer (in line 2 of Algorithm 1) but not afterwards (as per line
12 of the algorithm). The final version is the NegoChat-A algorithm published in this paper
and it uses anchoring in both cases.

A comparison of all three of these variations is found in Table 3 where we again present
the results including opt-outs in the first two rows of the table and the agreement-only cases
in the last two rows. As we had hypothesized, the Nego-I variation does perform better
than the original NegoChat agent in all categories except the time to reach agreements. The
NegoChat-A agent does even better than the Nego-I agent, and surpasses the NegoChat agent
in all categories including the time to reach agreements. While the improvements in each of
these categories are not statistically significant, they do lend some support as the incremental
improvement of anchoring it lends to the original NegoChat agent. Furthermore, while the
original NegoChat agent performs better than KBAgent, we did not find this improvement
to be significant (p-score 0.14). In contrast, both the Nego-I and NegoChat-A agents signif-
icantly outperform the KBAgent baseline (p-score 0.048 and 0.033 respectively), providing
additional support of the superiority of the use of anchoring with NegoChat-A.

Table 3 The Incremental Improvement over Three Generations of Chat Agents – Agent as Candidate

All trials Person’s Utility Agent’s Utility Social Welfare Time (sec) # Games
NegoChat 312.5714 451.6429 764.2143 662.3214 31

Nego-I 319.25 467.4375 786.6875 601.25 16
NegoChat-A 344.0714 469.5357 813.6071 647.3214 31

Agreements only
NegoChat 323.9231 480.6154 804.5385 625.9615 28

Nego-I 319.25 467.4375 786.6875 601.25 16
NegoChat-A 349.4815 481.963 831.4444 665.9259 30

We then proceeded to evaluate the NegoChat-A’s NLU (see Subsection 6.1). To evaluate
this component, we employed a human expert that tagged each human sentence from our
experiments with its correct set of dialog acts. We then compared the correct set to the set
returned by the NLU during the experiments, and calculated the sentence-level accuracy.
Some sentences could not have been translated correctly, because they are out-of-domain
- their correct meaning is currently not handled by the agent, for example: “What is your
work experience?” or “If you will be good you will get better conditions”. For each of the
two agents, we calculated two accuracy figures: one for only those sentences that could be
handled (”In domain”) and one for the entire set of sentences (”All”).

Table 4 summarizes the results of this analysis. As expected, KBAgent required less
interaction from the user, as it only works with full offers, full accepts or full rejects. In
contrast, NegoChat-A also adds counter-offers to rejections, accepts partial offers and sug-
gests new issues to discuss, making its language richer. KBAgent typically elicited a smaller
range of language, resulting in a smaller average number of utterances in this group (11.3 vs.
28.42 for in-domain utterances, 12.48 vs. 30 overall). The NLU unit was more accurate in
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the KBAgent games (by either 8 or 4 percent), because of the more limited type of language
used by the average participant. These results highlight the centrality of NegoChat-A’s suc-
cess. Not only did this agent perform better in all categories, but it did so despite a less
accurate NLU unit, something that inherently should have hurt its performance.

Table 4 The NLU sentence-level accuracy (#correct/#all) in KBAgent games vs. NegoChat-A games

Agent Average #instances Accuracy
In domain: KB 11.3 195/305=64%

NegoChat-A 28.42 305/540=56%
All: KB 12.48 195/337=58%

NegoChat-A 30 305/570=54%

To further analyze the impact of the NLU in general, and due to the fact that the
KBAgent was not designed initially to work in a chat-based environment, we studied how
the KBAgent’s performance was impacted by its NLU. We hired workers from Amazon
Turk to participate in this experiment: half of them interacted with the KBAgent with the
NLU (with its 28% translation error), while the other half used a “Wizard-of-Oz” approach
where an expert manually edited the translations generated by the NLU and corrected them
before they were sent to the agent (with very little error if any). Our results show that there
were no significant difference between the two (481.47 vs. 468.71, with STD around 60),
which allows us to conclude that the KBAgent did not significantly suffer from using the
NLU component.

8 Discussion and Future Directions

As the previous section demonstrates, NegoChat-A is successful in integrating chat within
an automated agent. NegoChat-A is effective in achieving better agreements than previous
agents, including the previously published NegoChat agent that also uses chat but does not
use anchoring [9], as well as the KBAgent that does not build incremental agreements [6].
Despite these successes, we believe it is important to highlight the strengths and potential
weaknesses of this agent so that future generations of automated negotiation agents can build
upon elements from NegoChat-A. Specifically, we highlight issues regarding the domain
considered, the impact of other cultures and how additional research in argumentation and
interfaces could be integrated in the future.

First, it is important to note the specific domain we used to build and evaluate NegoChat-
A. As previously described, we consider a mixed human-agent negotiation environment with
repeated interactions and a time discount factor. Assuming a new domain is considered, such
as one without a time discount factor, the strategy of the agent would likely need to be al-
tered. For example, NegoChat-A uses a concept of a search cluster to represent all potential
agreements within a given time frame. This group of agreements needs to be recalculated as
per the time discount. Furthermore, it may be possible that other approaches are more effec-
tive than the search cluster approach we present in determining if a given proposal should be
accepted. Work by Baarslag et al., [39] studied a variety of acceptance conditions between
automated agents, and we believe that future work should consider if any of these might
perform better than the search cluster approach we present. Currently, NegoChat-A uses a
pilot study to learn people’s aspiration scales for a given domain and culture (see Subsection
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7.1 for details of the pilot used in this study). It is possible that more sophisticated learning
methods, particularly based on research in preference elicitation, may be useful instead of or
in addition to the approach used in this work. Also, the aspiration scales used by NegoChat-
A have similarities to other multi-criteria preference models previously developed [40,41,
42]. It may be that different models will be more effective than the concepts of aspiration
scales and search clusters presented in this paper.

It is also important to understand that NegoChat-A was designed to maximize the agent’s
score within human-agent interactions. As such, our evaluation focused on the agent’s score,
and not the person’s agreements or the system’s social welfare. We believe that maximizing
these other values can be critical – especially if the system’s goal is to support a person’s
decision-making process or to help both sides reach better agreements. For example, the
GENIE and Pocket Negotiator projects [43,44] focused on how to use an agent as decision
support during a person’s negotiation session. AutoMed and AniMed* are agents that act as
a mediator between bilateral negotiations between people [45,46]. An important open ques-
tion is if or how NegoChat-A’s strategy could be changed for decision support or mediation.

Second, we believe additional work is needed to study how NegoChat-A can be applied
to additional domains and cultures. In this paper we used participants in Israel who partic-
ipated in an employer / employee negotiation scenario. An open question which we have
begun to study is what extensions, if any, are needed to apply NegoChat-A to other negoti-
ation problems. An initial study with participants from Egypt has led us to the insight that
not only are the aspiration scales culturally dependent, but also the frequency with which
the agent should present the person its offers. Recall from Subsection 5.2 that NegoChat-A
presents offers every 25 seconds. We have found that this value is likely culturally depen-
dent, as Egyptian participants found this to be too frequent and needed more time to consider
each offer. As currently this agent only uses chat in English we have hypothesized that this
may be due to different peoples’ backgrounds in understanding and generating chat in En-
glish. We believe that further research might be fruitful in analyzing this aspect as well.

Furthermore, we hope to analyze if other bounded rationality theories, in addition to or
instead of Aspiration Adaptation Theory and anchoring, can be used by agents with nat-
ural language or more sophisticated interfaces. One possible direction is to explicitly use
argumentation theory within the agent. Recall from Subsection 6.3 that NegoChat-A’s NLU
unit currently includes some elements of argumentation. Currently these arguments are ran-
domly selected as part of the generated Natural Language. We believe that explicitly reason-
ing about when and how to use arguments may help build stronger agents in the future. For
example, it may be useful to integrate previous works on negotiation and argumentation [47]
with work on modeling human argumentation [48]. Last, NegoChat-A’s main contribution
is in supporting chat. While this is definitely a more intuitive interface than the menus pre-
viously used, we still hope to study in the future how the agent’s strategy must be modified
so it can be implemented in more lifelike interfaces such as avatars and virtual humans [15].

9 Conclusions

This paper presents NegoChat-A, a novel negotiation agent that considers a natural language
interface and its impact on the agent’s strategy. In creating NegoChat-A, we present several
novel contributions. First, we describe a new negotiation algorithm based on bounded ratio-
nality that uses anchoring to set an initial offer and then facilitates incremental agreements
crucial for interacting with people. Second, we present a Natural Language module for in-
teracting with this agent and describe its originality. We describe extensive experiments
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highlighting NegoChat-A’s ability to reach significantly better agreements in less time than
the current state-of-the-art KBAgent. We calculated the accuracy of our natural language
understanding unit. We show that it was more difficult to understand humans speaking with
NegoChat-A than humans speaking with the KBAgent. We conjecture that it is because
NegoChat-A itself uses a more versatile natural language than the KBAgent. The success of
NegoChat-A over KBAgent, even when considering the greater difficulty of the task, high-
lights the challenge NegoChat-A faced, and further emphasizes its success. Last, we provide
several directions for future improvements in the hopes that other researchers will further
develop additional generations of negotiation agents.
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